
From: Brian Hollingshead  

Sent: March-21-17 6:12 PM 

 

Subject: Ferry Traffic, Feb 2017 

 

FACChairs, 

 

February traffic, BUMMER!  and that's the charitable view.  Have a look at 

Graph 1. 

 

Vehicle traffic down 8.10%, passengers down 8.07% compared to last Feb.  The 

loss of the extra leap year day contributed 3.4% to the shortfall.  The 

deplorable weather probably accounts for most of the rest of the loss.  It's 

a reminder that extraordinarily crappy weather, compared to the prior year's 

weather, will almost always deliver a visible traffic hit.  Super weather, 

on the other hand, will help traffic but not have an equally dramatic boost. 

 

 

With apologies to the late Terry Pratchett, Graph 1 looks a lot like four 

stout elephants supporting a northern giraffe on a one dimensional disc. The 

Minors, the Majors, Route 3 and the System, all down between 7% and 10%. 

The Northern and Central Coast traffic up 6.5% (vehicles) and 13.5% 

(passengers).  It would have been much higher had not those routes, true to 

form, been pulling in opposite directions (rte 11 up, rte 10 down). 

 

Meanwhile, the year to date traffic stats, Graph 2, are still all 

comfortably positive.  That said, the February shock has dampened earlier 

projections.  

 

Graph 3, the Feb system traffic history - anybody see the seahorse here? - 

reflects both the substantial drop this year from the high last year.  That 

high was fuelled by both the leap day and the relatively strong tourism that 

month.  The minor route traffic history - the skinny seahorse of Graph 4 - 

shows a similar pattern but with lower lows and Feb vehicle traffic still a 

long way short of where it was seven years ago. 

 

Graph 5, the System 13-Monther, reflects both a sun-drenched, 

tourism-blessed summer season, followed by a withdrawal to the warmth of 

home and hearth during a pathetic winter.  An anomalous year on both counts. 

Fortunately, the good news occurred during the high traffic months. 

 

The Northern 13-Monther, Graph 6, is included to remind us all that what 

goes up comes down and then goes up and then comes down and . . .  It, in 

fact, demonstrates the volatility of the two relatively low traffic routes, 

each with its own unique traffic profile. 

 

Not forgetting what might have been, Graph 7 compares annual system traffic 

to what a normally reasonable 1% annual traffic increase would have looked 

like (in the absence of the 'more user pay' mantra).  Comparing where 

traffic is now to what it was eight years ago is a measurement that would 

have meaning if the world had stood still for that time.  Zero population 

growth.  Zero GDP growth.  Neither being the case, comparing to 2008 traffic 

borders on 'so what' news, if not fake news.   

 

And Graph 8 provides the long look.  There will be a continued recovery 

visible by the end of next month, though very likely dampened by the lack of 

an Easter this March (and this fiscal year). 



 

It remains to be seen what this coming year will bring.  All the stars were 

in alignment this past year, so it will be a tough act to follow, let alone 

improve upon.  We can probably expect more Canadians spending their tourist 

bucks north of the border.  The fare freeze is positive but will lose its 

lustre in the likely event the fuel rebates are removed.  Question is when, 

not if. 

 

Questions, comment, toasts to Sir Terry Pratchett or Dr Rorschach, feel 

free. 

 

Brian 

 


